
Imre Kifor 
 

Newton, MA 02464 
ikifor@gmail.com 
I have no phone 
I have no valid driver’s license 
I have to move to a homeless shelter 
https://femfas.net 

November 19, 2023 

President Joseph Biden 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Ave, NW 
Washington, DC 20500 

The White House capitulates on its promise to the American People with the deceitful “equity for 
all” Marxist agenda - a brazenly drastic scaling back of our “justice for all.” 

Dear President Biden, 

I wrote to The White House about the 2/16/2023 Executive Order over a month ago. I claimed that “as 
the consequences of the [order] (effectively equivalent to mandating ‘Jim Crow’-like segregation of 
Americans into 'double protected with equity’ and ‘unprotected with no equity at all’ disjoint camps), the 
directly implied ‘American Gulag of leftovers’ can be categorized only as a hateful Clintonian-base for 
‘forced deprogramming’ of masses of Americans [, similar to the Chinese Xinjiang internment camps].” 

Since then, through desperate pro se and forma pauperis efforts (meaning absolutely no assistance from 
professionals or the government), I was able to docket my simple citizen petition for a writ of certiorari 
with the U.S. Supreme Court (No. 23-5932) and my new Civil RICO class action complaint against the 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts et al. with the U.S. District Court in Boston (No. 1:23-cv-12692-PBS). 

In my now second SCOTUS petition, I raised the plain question: “The ‘Sec. 8. Affirmatively Advancing 
Civil Rights ... to prevent and address discrimination and advance equity for all’ clause of the 2/16/2023 
Presidential Executive Order results in Russell's Paradox, and it must be corrected as a logically 
unacceptable conclusion to a less deceitful ‘equity for some.’ Is the mandate to selectively ‘advance 
equity’ (for only some) Constitutional?” I have no doubts that the Court will deny my layperson petition. 

Regardless, to still shore up some Amicus Curiae support for my petition (pointedly concerning the ever-
loud “feminist equity” overriding everything in Massachusetts), I begged our de facto feminist leaders: 

“My petition explicitly contrasts the fabricated feminist ‘women never lie’ equity with one’s 
‘ultimate’ equity, i.e., one’s true ‘identity,’ that is, one’s unique constitutionally protected personal 
experiences. In the context of our Constitution and our antidiscrimination statutes, it points to the 
need to prioritize all possible equities, even all arbitrarily made-up ones. 
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But I am alone, i.e., infinitely weak, silenced, and enslaved, especially by the Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts. Being our de facto feminist leader, who solemnly swore to protect our Constitution, if 
you believe that the feminist ‘women never lie’ equity should not subvert our Constitution, please 
consider helping my petition with an Amicus Curiae filed with the Supreme Court.”  

The White House could also assist in clarifying to the Supreme Court that the Executive Order does not 
apply when the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court deliberately conceals a never-contested federal 
mail fraud (i.e., the Family Court, while obligated, never communicated crucial decisions and orders). 

Without being privy to any decisions of the Massachusetts courts, I suddenly noticed that the previously 
secret docket entries of my three cases in the Family Court became public on 11/14/2023. I analyzed the 
revealed data and filed the attached status affidavit. As per the direction of the District Attorney’s office, 
I contacted our Police Chief regarding a finally substantiated application for a RICO criminal complaint. 
  
Why would a Family Court suddenly release all that verifiably false and deliberately fabricated content? 
I immediately emailed the parties with my first (emotional) reaction: “It is blatantly shocking that our 
innocent children’s lives are determined based on such utter incompetence and incoherence.” Marxist 
agendas, including the simplistic “equity-based” justice, are about limiting capacity. That is, restricting a 
state’s expended resources to pretend to accomplish the promises. This is a uniquely unAmerican trait.  

I can only speculate about the intentions of the Family Court (or the Commonwealth of Massachusetts). 
With my in-arrears child support obligations now at the impossible $360,000+ level and my desperate 
job applications soon reaching 1,800+ compliant submissions, these matters have transcended from a 
“feminist” problem (i.e., between the two sexes) to a deeply seated genuine social injustice problem. 

I filed parallel Complaints For Protection From Abuse (G.L.c. 209A), or requests for restraining orders, 
with the Family Court on 11/9/2023. In them, I concluded that the millionaire “Whole Foods cashier” 
mother of my now 19-year-old twins does not need (nor want) me around. I also witnessed her having a 
Massachusetts gun license and gun. However, the mother of my siblings (my youngest one is still only 
12 years old) has relied on my significant financial support since the 2/13/2014 Family Court judgment. 

Both mothers have been dishonest with the police, courts, etc. A leading female psychiatrist professor at 
Harvard Medical School characterized them as “very dangerous borderlines” and “you have no idea 
what they are capable of.” From a decidedly “male” (e.g., simplistic, naive, and a mere layman father) 
perspective, I translate this to “quite intelligent women wasting tremendous potential by being able to 
think through problems but not capable of implementing any solutions” (see the attached link below). 

In my third SCOTUS petition, and the context of the falsified docket entries, my inquiry boils down to a 
binary decision between “equity for rich” v. “equity for poor” mother as “equity for all” is impossible by 
Marxist design. Appealing from a federal adjudicatory body, the Presidential Executive Order is binding. 

Respectfully, 
/s/ Imre Kifor , Pro Se 1

 Signed under the pains and penalties of perjury as an affidavit in support of my third pro se and forma pauperis 1

petition for a writ of certiorari to the U.S. Supreme Court.
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Cc:  Katherine B. Dirks, Esq., Assistant Attorney General (via katherine.dirks@mass.gov)  
 Sen. Elizabeth Warren (via Elizabeth_Warren@warren.senate.gov) 
 Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (via AOC.press@mail.house.gov) 
 American Civil Liberties Union (via legalresources@aclum.org) 
 Judiciary_Whistleblower@mail.house.gov 
 USAMA.CivilRights@usdoj.gov 

List of referenced links: 

1. Hillary Clinton’s “formal deprogramming”: https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2023/10/06/hillary-

clinton-maga-cult-extremists-donald-trump-house-republicans-amanpour-cnntm-vpx.cnn  

2. Jordan Peterson - Borderline Personality Disorder (BPD): https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=TNQQIRKLPHs
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Imre Kifor 
 

Newton, MA 02464 
ikifor@gmail.com and @ikifor 
I have no phone 
I have no valid driver’s license 
I have to move to a homeless shelter 
https://femfas.net 

November 13, 2023 

Elon Musk 
Tesla 
1 Tesla Road 
Austin, TX 78725 
press@tesla.com and @elonmusk 

Does Sovereign Immunity Apply To An “LGBTQ+” State When Using Federal Funds To Subsidize 
The Forceful Separation And Agenda-Driven Alienation Of Children From Their Loving Parents? 

Dear Elon Musk, 
Dear 734 American Billionaires, 
Dear Americans, 

They say that there are 735 Billionaires in America. I stand without the means to meaningfully contact 
even one, as I have no “equity” left in my name. I may still have a message regarding our Constitution. 

Through a 10+ years-long struggle, massive invalidations, forced indigency, social isolation, and implied 
house arrest, I was finally able to substantiate my second petition in the U.S. Supreme Court, #23-5932, 
see https://www.supremecourt.gov/search.aspx?filename=/docket/docketfiles/html/public/23-5932.html. 

Being an apolitical and fiercely independent software engineer, I believe in our “rule of the law.” I was 
also forced to study both state and federal law. And I began to appreciate the conciseness and true genius 
of our Constitution. America could not compete with the other “homogenous” world powers without our 
Constitution, i.e., Tesla (and SpaceX) would not exist. Neither would the so many American billionaires. 

Yet, our U.S. Constitution is under a wily Marxist (and Communist) assault. Careless Executive Orders 
threaten to render it ambiguous and inconsistent. Therefore, I pointed out the vast logical paradox that 
underlies all Marxist (and Communist) ideals in my petition, a necessarily pro se / forma pauperis filing. 

My petition is nevertheless weak: I am only one consistently silenced and enslaved “legal alien” voice. 
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn’s words were once just as fragile, yet without them, the tyranny of Marxism 
(and Communism) at work, i.e., the Gulag Archipelago, would still be mere “capitalist disinformation.” 
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Growing up on Marxism (in Communism), I learned my lessons: the ideal is only about stealing other 
people’s money. I am able and capable of making my own. Therefore, I will never be a “revolutionary.” 

I also experienced on my skin how the tyrannical Marxist State stole people’s children (and then used 
the brainwashed youth to shoot their military guns into the public: at the alienated and “hated parents”). 

My third petition to the U.S. Supreme Court, with a 1/10/2024 filing deadline, will raise the question: 
  

“Does sovereign immunity apply to an ‘LGBTQ+’ state when using federal funds to subsidize the 
forceful separation and agenda-driven alienation of innocent children from their loving parents?” 

While I have nothing left to my now easily erased name, I still share one thing with the 735 American 
Billionaires: my children are still existentially significant to me, and, hence, our sacred U.S. Constitution 
staying protected and intact is still my only hope left. Please consider helping my poor man’s (and naive 
layman’s) forma pauperis & pro se petitions with an Amicus Curiae filed with the U.S. Supreme Court.  

Respectfully, 
/s/ Imre Kifor, Pro Se 

Enclosure 

Cc: President Joseph Biden (see respectfully mailed open letter at https://femfas.net/letters/biden2/) 
 President Donald Trump (via https://www.45office.com/info/share-your-thoughts) 
 President Barack Obama (via https://barackobama.com/contact/) 

 (in alphabetical last name order, as there are loud claims of the “epidemic of fatherlessness,” 
  and that “reverse racism is racism” without any rigorous legal proof based on evidence): 

 Chris Christie, @GovChristie 
 Ron DeSantis, @RonDeSantis 
 Nikki Haley, @NikkiHaley 
 Robert F. Kennedy Jr, @RobertKennedyJr 
 Vivek Ramaswamy, @VivekGRamaswamy 
 Tim Scott, @votetimscott 
 Dr. Jill Stein, @DrJillStein 

Referenced Links: 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aleksandr_Solzhenitsyn 
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